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Students’ ability to analyse empirical data in practical work 

C F J Pols 

University of Technology, Delft, The Netherlands 

 

abstract.  

Although students in upper secondary education are often asked to carry out practical work 

independently to a large extent, it is questionable whether they already have the knowledge to 

do so successfully. This study looks into the data analysis skills students aged 15 should 

possess according to various curriculum documents and investigates whether this is the case. 

To do so, the 51 students involved carried out two practicals using worksheets with questions 

in which they ought to apply each of the ten identified data analysis skills at least once. The 

analysis of their work shows that students master the skill of visualising data in graphs. In 

applying each of the other skills, students make many mistakes or do not know what to do or 

how to proceed. Students do not have a preconceived plan but work mostly ad hoc. They are 

able to draw valid but superficial conclusions which could have been drawn without an 

extensive 50 minute practical. Their lack in data analysis skills may result in not attaining the 

learning goals set in other practicals. Students thus should be taught how to analyse empirical 

data, the practicals used in this study may serve as a basis for this. 

1. Introduction 

In physics education, practicals are frequently carried out. During these practicals, students often have 

to establish a quantitative relation between variables. The idea is that students discover or confirm a 

physical law or get a feeling for the theory [1]. Regardless of the precise aim of the practicals, a 

proper understanding of data and the ability to analyse empirical data is essential. This is illustrated by 

the PACKS-model in which the different types of knowledge are related to the choices made during 

the practical [2] , see Figure 1. This model shows that the understanding of criteria for evaluating the 

quality of empirical evidence (category D) influences each single step in designing and carrying out a 

practical. For example, more relevant knowledge of data and empirical can lead to repeating 

measurements a number of times. During the collection of data, students may become aware that the 

chosen instruments do not provide the desired accuracy. Using their knowledge about data and 

knowing that only accurate and reliable data can lead to unambiguously determine and interpret 

patterns in the dataset [3], students may decide to use different instruments or devise a new method. 

However, students understanding of data is limited and students encounter various problems when 

analysing data. This holds true for young students who have limited ideas of what counts as valid and 

reliable data or do not know how to treat anomalous data [4-7] but also accounts for first year 

University physics students who have difficulties e.g. with handling situations with non-covariation 

[8, 9]. Still, analysing and interpreting the data is often set as homework and addressed by each 

student on his own [10]. But if students do not know how to process data to establish a quantitative 

relationship, the learning goals of the practicals may not be attained. Students’ lack of data-analysis 
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may thus partly explain the limited learning 

outcomes of practical work often reported in 

literature [11, 12]. 

Although research has been carried out focussing 

on the understanding of empirical data with young 

students up to age 14 and students in their first year 

of University, no studies are conducted with students 

entering upper secondary education at an average 

age of 15. However, the understanding and ability to 

manipulate empirical data seems especially 

important to this group as students entering a science 

based program in upper secondary education are 

expected to work more and more independently. 

They thus have to have a firm knowledge about 

data-analysis in order to successfully carry out 

practicals and draw relevant conclusions. Students 

who have not opted physics as a subject (physics is 

not mandatory in upper secondary education in the 

Netherlands) should have attained a basic 

knowledge of data and data analyse as this is a 

prerequisite to become a scientific literate individual 

[13]. The basic knowledge of data and data analysis 

has to been attained in lower secondary education. 

Question addressed in this study is what students 

ought to know about data analysis and what we can 

expect of students entering upper secondary 

education at an age of 15 to do themselves. Can it be justified that they are allowed to independently 

draw conclusions once they have collected the data? These broad questions culminated in the 

following two research questions: 

  

1 What might we expect of 15 year old students to do by themselves according to literature? 

2 Which of these competencies do students indeed master? 

 

2. Data analyse competencies in curriculum documents 

Various curriculum document prescribe requirements of students ability to design scientific inquiries 

and carry out practical work, and thus describe what students ought to know about data analysis. 

Although the precise curriculum requirements will differ from country to country, we expect a general 

and common basis for the skills and knowledge that students must master at the age of 15. To 

establish that basis, the following curriculum documents have been used in which we determined the 

overlapping competencies: 

 The Next Generation Science Standards [14, 15] which serves as guideline for curricula in 

many countries. 

 The PISA framework [13] which describes the knowledge content to assess scientific literacy 

of students age 15 in Europe. 

 The English science program key stage 3 [16] describing the subject specific competencies 

but also competencies which are related to working scientifically. 

Figure 1: The PACKS-model [2] illustrates at 
which phases of a practical different types of 
knowledge influences the choices made. 
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 The Dutch lower secondary education curriculum [17] and an accompanied learning path to 

attain these requirements [18]. 

 The Dutch pre-University physics curriculum [19]. 

The overlapping ten competencies which could be found in these documents are shown in Table 1. 

These requirements are used in this study to determine to what extent students master each of 

competencies. 

 

Table 1: The various curriculum documents seem to have a common basis in these 10 data analysis skills 

students aged 15 should possess. 

1 Visualise data graphically 

2 Use theoretical models to infer whether the origin constitutes a measurement 

3 Draw a line of best fit through a data set and articulate that choice 

4 Distinguish between a linear and non-linear relation  

5 Qualitatively describe a dataset or trend 

6 Describe qualitative similarities and differences between datasets 

7 Draw a conclusion which is supported by the dataset 

8 Indicate restrictions concerning the data-analysis and conclusions 

9 Estimate the value of a point within the range of available data (interpolation) 

10 Estimate the value of a point outside the range of available data (extrapolation) 

 

3. Methods 

In this study, two experiments were developed and used in two different classes in a regular secondary 

school in the Netherlands. In both practicals, the 51 students involved gathered data and answered 

various questions addressing the different analysis skills from Table 1. Students were familiar with the 

equipment used in these practicals and the practicals were easy to set up so that the attention could be 

focussed on the processing of the data rather than collecting these. During data collection, the teacher 

asked how they would approach the data analysis and what was necessary to determine a relation 

between the variables under investigation. The worksheets with students’ answers were handed in by 

the students directly after the practical. These written answers and the audio recordings of the 

conversations with students were used as the main data sources. 

 

3.1 Experiment 1: The pendulum motion of Spiderman  

In the first experiment, students were shown a movie scene in which Spiderman uses his web to sling 

from A to B to catch a villain. The research question posed in this practical is whether this motion 

would happen in real as is displayed in the movie. Using the movie scene, students estimated the 

length of the web to be 30 m and timed half the period to be roughly 3,5 second. Although students 

could not determine the period of a real 30 m long pendulum themselves, they could determine the 

relation between the length of the pendulum and its period using a 1,0 m long cord and subsequently 

extrapolate to a length of 30 m. As an aid, students first had to use their dataset to predict the period of 

a 5,0 m long pendulum. Subsequently, the exact period was measured in the stairwell by the teacher. 

Students were allowed to use this additional measurement to adjust their first prediction.  

To determine the exact time for such a pendulum it is first necessary to visualise the data (1), 

determine whether it is likely that the origin should be part of the dataset (2), draw a line of best fit by 
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weighing whether it should be straight or curved (3 &4). Students than had to use some kind of 

extrapolation (10) to determine the period and subsequently conclude whether the motion of 

Spiderman shown in the movie scene is realistic (7&8). 

 

3.2 Experiment 2: The almost uniform motion of a marble on a horizontal track 

In the second experiment, students released a marble on a wooden track consisting out of two parts. 

On the first part of the track, the marble accelerated due to a small slope. Using the same starting 

height each time, the marble rolled with the same velocity along the second, horizontal part of the 

track, see Figure 2. Students were asked to precisely describe the motion of the marble on the second 

part of the track. For that, they measured the time it took for the marble to role various distances along 

the horizontal track. They were then asked to compare their outcomes with the outcomes of others. 

To successfully describe and compare the motion of the marble, students had to visualise the data 

again (1), determine whether the origin should be part of the dataset (2), draw a line of best fit (3&4), 

and subsequently describe the trend and compare the findings with others (5&6). In the worksheets 

they were asked to predict two values, one within (9) and one outside the measured range (10). 

Finally, they were asked to draw a conclusion related to the marble’s motion. 

 

 

Figure 2: In the second practical students measured the time it took for the marble to run down a 

specific length of the track. 

3.3 Data analysis 

By investigating whether the students written answers met the pre-set requirements regarding each 

competency in each task and the completeness and correctness of their analysis, the extent to which 

each of the competencies are mastered by the students is determined.  

 

4. Results 

Before starting with describing the quality of applying each of the data analysis skills in the practicals 

(numbered below), it is worthy to mention that students hardly knew how they would process their 

data once collected. This appeared so from the recorded conversations the teacher held with the 

students during the data collection phase. During this phase, students had not thought about the 

processing of the data and how they would determine the relation between the two variables under 

investigation. Most students explained that they would draw a graph and then decide what to do. 

Some of them considered comparing the graph with the graphs given in the textbook. Students did not 

work using a clear preconceived plan or strategy but worked mostly ad hoc.  

 

1 In both practicals, most students produced graphs that satisfy the scientific conventions [20], see 

¡Error! No se encuentra el origen de la referencia. for an example. Sometimes students 

interchanged the horizontal and vertical axes, where the scientific conventions demands that the 

independent variable is placed on the horizontal axes.  

 

2 Regarding the second competency, half the students chose to take the origin into account using the 

pattern shown in the graph. The other half decided whether to take the origin into account based upon 
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theoretical grounds. Theoretical grounds could especially be used in the second practical where it is 

evident that the ball has not travelled any distance when Δt = 0 s. The origin should thus be part of the 

dataset. Still, many of the students did not use this line of reasoning. 

 

3&4 Following from both practicals in which students drew a line of best fit, students seem to be able 

to draw a line of best fit when they have access to accurate data and more data points. ¡Error! No se 

encuentra el origen de la referencia. illustrates this. Students correctly distinguished between a 

linear and a non-linear relation for the first data set up to 1,0 m. However, they connected their first 

data set with the later received measurement for a pendulum length of 5,0 m using a straight line. 

Only three out of 25 groups expressed their doubt about connecting the first data set with the later 

received measurement using a straight line. They asked the teacher for help. However, he did not help 

them by giving the right answer but asked them how they could find out. They suggested that an 

additional measurement would help them out and subsequently measured the period for a pendulum 

with a length of 2,5 m and decided the line of best fit should be curved. Next to curved and straight 

lines some students connected the measurements with each other (connecting the dots) or drew a 

smoothly curved line through the dataset. This might indicate that some students do not know what is 

meant by a line of best fit.  

 

 

Figure 3: Students were able to represent their data in a graph that satisfies the scientific conventions 

but experienced many difficulties when drawing a correct line of best fit or predict values using 

extrapolation. 

5&6 In this study it was difficult to see whether students could give a clear description of graphs as 

their description was very concise. However, essential features were often missing in their description 

of the data and graphs. An illustrative example of a description of a graph given by students during 

the second practical: The graph runs upwards, at the beginning an increasing rise and then a part 
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more or less constant. Distance travelled on the horizontal axis and time on the vertical axis. Without 

seeing the graph, it is impossible to explain what is meant by a part more or less constant. Do the 

students mean a steady horizontal line or a steady increase? This example also illustrates that students  

describe the graph and not what it represents. In the given description students could easily refer to a 

(non) uniform motion of the marble.  

Comparing data sets is not done thoroughly by students. Their explanation is even less descriptive 

and sometimes even cryptic: Similarities, the line is rising. Differences, the steepness and speed of the 

line differs in the graph. Although the speed of the line may seem a translation error here, it is not. We 

cannot give any other translation here because the students truly refer to the speed of the line.  

 

7&8 Students were expected to draw conclusions related to the practicals, for instance that the almost 

straight pattern in the graph indicates that the marble was rolling with a near constant speed of 0,14 

m/s down the horizontal track. However, students often drew only superficial conclusions which were 

foremost qualitative of nature without any links to the data obtained. In some cases, the conclusion 

could be drawn without such a practical. One group merely concluded that the longer the ball travels, 

the further it comes. Such a conclusion serves no practical or scientific purpose, is therefore 

unimportant and is not reliable as no link between data and claim has been made (although it is 

questionable whether this is necessary for such a superficial conclusion). 

Of all conclusions only one group was able to draw a conclusion that consist of most elements that 

make up a good conclusions. This group concluded about the motion of Spiderman: Quicker than 

would happen in reality, assuming that the length is 30 m and that we did not make any mistakes in 

our measurements and calculations. Although this conclusion is very brief, they mention their 

certainty of their claim using an assumption. In general the conclusions drawn in the first practical 

were better than those in the second practical although they were still very limited in reasoning. 

 

9&10 Most students were able to predict a value outside the measured range in the second practical 

by doubling one of the known values which gave them a neat estimate. However, none of the groups 

mentioned any restriction to this prediction or looked at more detail to the somewhat curved pattern 

indicating that friction plays a role. As friction plays a role, the velocity decreases and one can not 

double time to predict values. Or at least, one should state their assumption. 

Predicting the period of a 30 m long pendulum was more difficult to students. Some students 

indicated in a previous question related to the observed pattern that the graph was curved. Still, these 

same students used a linear relation to predict the value. This is illustrated in Figure 3, where the 

straight line is drawn by us to demonstrate what is mathematically done by the students. Other groups 

drew a straight line through their data set, excluded the origin but subsequently used a direct 

proportional relationship to calculate the value.  

Although predicting and subsequently measuring the period of a 5,0 m long pendulum increased 

the accuracy of the prediction for the period of a 30 m long pendulum, only one group was able to 

precisely predict the right value but could not explain why their reasoning was valid. They reasoned 

that 0,1 m and 1,0 m has the same ratio as 0,5 and 5,0 m and the period probably would have the same 

ratio. Following this line of reasoning they could determine the period of a 30 m long pendulum. 

 

5. Conclusions and implications 

Although the various curriculum documents prescribe what competencies students at an age of 15 

should possess, this small-scale study shows that these students are hardly able to meet any of those 

requirements. This account for students who opted for physics as a major subject in upper secondary 

education and are thus likely to be good at physics, while those requirements also apply to students 

who opt for a non-science-based program. We can only imagine that their score on this test would 
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even be worse. This thus infers that it is very unlikely that the requirements to become a scientifically 

literate person are met by these students. 

Based upon these outcomes, it can not be justified that students carry out experiments in which 

they analyse empirical data and draw conclusions out of these without the teacher’s help. This also 

means that, if we wants students to carry out practical work independently at this age, they first have 

to be trained in data analysis. The compiled list of competencies can be an aid for teachers in terms of 

what has to be taught. The practicals in this study are used as an assessment tool but might be used for 

training purposes as well. Although not studied here, we see many opportunities to use these 

practicals to teach about pattern recognition and drawing conclusions. During the analysis of the data, 

the teacher can pose various questions as ‘how sure are you of your findings?’ or ‘are other 

explanations, or relations between the variables possible?’. The teacher should provide continuous 

feedback and increase his/her influence on the outcomes. In small groups, students might as well 

compare their conclusions and argue which of the conclusions is best. In this way they learn what 

constitutes a good conclusion. The practicals might be carried out as activities on their own but can be 

embedded in various stages of the existing curriculum as well.  
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